Mathematics

Mailing Address:
Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science (MC 249)

851 South Morgan Street
Chicago, IL 60607-7045

Contact Information:
Campus Location: 339 SEO
(312) 996-3041
dgs-mscs@uic.edu (dgs@math.uic.edu)
www.math.uic.edu

Administration:
Head of the Department: Julius Ross
Director of Graduate Studies: Jie Yang, dgs-mscs@uic.edu (mscs-dgs@uic.edu)
Associate Director of Graduate Studies: Maureen Madden

Program Codes:
20FS1901DA (DA)
20FS0439MS (MS)
20FS0290MST (MST)
20FS0439PHD (PhD)

The Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science offers work leading to degrees in Mathematics at both the master's and doctoral levels. Study and research is available in the general areas of pure mathematics, applied mathematics, probability and statistics, mathematical computer science, and the teaching of mathematics. Additional information, guidelines, and requirements are published annually in the department's Graduate Handbook. All teaching assistants are required to take MATH 589 before or concurrently with their initial teaching assignments.

Admission and Degree Requirements

- MS in Mathematics
- MST in Mathematics
- DA in Mathematics
- PhD in Mathematics